By supporting the valid and transaction time dimensions, bitemporal databases represent reality more accurately than conventional databases. In this paper we examine the issues involved in designing efficient access methods for bitemporal databases and propose the partial-persistence and the double-tree methodologies. The partial-persistence methodology reduces bitemporal queries to partial persistence problems for which an efficient access method is then designed. The double-tree methodology "sees" each bitemporal data object as consisting of two intervals (a validtime and a transaction-time interval), and divides objects into two categories according to whether the right endpoint of the transaction time interval is already known. A common characteristic of both methodologies is that they take into account the properties of each time dimension. Their performance is compared with a straightforward approach that "sees" the intervals associated with a bitemporal object as composing one rectangle which is stored in a single multidimensional access method. Given that some limited additional space is available, our experimental results show that the partial-persistence methodology provides the best overall performance, especially for transaction timeslice queries. For those applications that require ready, off-the-shelf, access methods the double-tree methodology is a good alternative.
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Introduction
Conventional database systems capture only a single snapshot of the modeled reality. While serving many applications well, they are not sufficient for applications that require the support of time-varying information (past and/or future data). Instead, temporal database systems have been proposed as they can store and query temporal data through the support of two orthogonal time dimensions: the valid and transaction times [OS95] .
According to [J+94] , "the valid time of a fact is the time when the fact is true in the modeled reality". Transaction time on the other hand refers to the time when a new value is posted to the database by a transaction. A temporal database is categorized as transaction-time, valid-time or bitemporal, according to which temporal dimension(s) it supports.
The transaction time dimension represents the history of a database activity rather than real world history. Transaction times are system generated and monotonically increasing 1 . Since it is impossible to change the past, transaction times cannot be changed and there is no way to correct errors in past tuples. A valid-time database maintains the entire history of an enterprise as best known now, i.e., it stores the current knowledge about the past and future. Any errors discovered in this history, are corrected by modifying the database. When a correction is applied, previous values are not retained; therefore it is not possible to view the database as it was before the correction.
Clearly both time dimensions are needed in order to accurately model reality. In a bitemporal database one can query tuples that are valid at some (valid) time, as known at some other (transaction) time. A variety of applications can benefit from the support of valid and transaction time [OS95] :
(a) accounting, marketing, tax-related, billing applications [W82] . The retroactive/postactive changes that occur in such applications require the support of the valid-time dimension. For auditing purposes transaction time is also needed (so that no one can "alter" recorded data). In a tax application, we may want to find what tax laws were valid when a tax return was filed. Similarly, a billing system should be able to issue corrections on past records and keep track of when this correction was made effective (retroactive salary increases etc.) (b) social/medical applications [F72] . A physician makes decisions on a patient based on the patient's history as best known when the decision is made (by looking at the hospital database).
Patient information though can be recorded at various times. The validity of a decision can be tested only against the information on which it was made. 2 (c) financial/stock-market applications [A92] . A broker makes recommendations to clients based on the information available at the time of the recommendation. However, due to delays, not all data is presented at real time to the broker. The correctness of a given recommendation can be tested only against the knowledge available to the broker when the recommendation was made.
Bitemporal data tends to increase in size as transaction time proceeds, making the need for efficient indexing more crucial than in conventional databases. While much work has been done recently on access methods that support a single time axis, not much has been done for bitemporal indexes, i.e., methods that support both transaction and valid time dimensions on the same index.
In this paper we examine the issues involved in designing efficient bitemporal access methods and propose two methodologies for constructing such methods. The partial-persistence methodology starts with a data structure that can efficiently address the valid-time dimension of a bitemporal query and makes it partially persistent [DSST89] so as to address the transaction-time dimension, too. We discuss two examples based on this methodology: the Bitemporal Interval Tree and the Bitemporal R-Tree. The double-tree methodology assigns bitemporal objects in two categories according to their transaction-time behavior and uses a separate (tree-based) access method to store objects in each category.
The Bitemporal Interval Tree was introduced in a workshop paper [KTF95] where we presented initial performance results as related to a small class of bitemporal queries. Here we present a more thorough coverage of the general bitemporal index design problem. For completeness, we also provide an outline of the Bitemporal Interval Tree. The additional contributions of this paper are summarized as:
(1) the introduction of the Bitemporal R-Tree, whose implementation provides the best overall performance for bitemporal queries in our experiments; 4 where c is some contract identifier and I is the contract duration interval. Interval I corresponds to an interval on the valid time axis and the contract is an example of an object. The contract information is recorded in the database at some transaction time t that is orthogonal to interval I. For example at time t we may record past, current or even a future contract I. (According to [S+94] this example will create a bitemporal-state table). A history timeslice (denoted by ht(t)) contains the history (in the valid-time domain) of the company's contracts as best known at time t (Figure 1 ).
It is possible that at a later transaction time , some previously recorded contract interval is found to be erroneous (for example, a contract has shorter duration in reality than what was recorded, or should have never been recorded) or a proactive/retroactive change modifies the interval of some recorded contract to a new one. As a result a new history timeslice ht( ) is created to reflect these changes. The evolution of the company is best represented if all ht's are retained and can be queried. A bitemporal database can therefore be "visualized" as a series of history timeslices ht(t), each marked by some transaction time t and consists of a collection of valid-time intervals. In general the two time axes are orthogonal: the transaction time at which a new historical timeslice is created is irrelevant to the intervals reported on the timeslice, which can be earlier, current or later than this time (especially since future contracts can also be recorded).
Since access methods are closely related to the queries they are designed for, we conclude this section with a notation scheme (proposed in [SJ96] ) used to classify bitemporal queries. For our purposes an object is characterized by three entries: a non-temporal key (e.g., the contract identifier c), a valid-time interval and a transaction-time interval. In general an object may have many nontemporal attributes but for simplicity we assume only one.
A query is classified using the notation: Key/Valid/Transaction. This notation specifies which entries are involved in the query and in what way. Each entry can be described as a "point",
"range", "*," or "-". A "point" for the Key entry means that the user has specified a single value to match the key attribute, while "point" for the Valid or Transaction entry implies a single time instant is specified for this entry. Similarly, "range" indicates a specified range of values for the Key entry, or, an interval for the Valid/Transaction entries. A "*" means that any value is accepted in this entry, while "-" means that this entry is not applicable.
A simple bitemporal query is: "find all the company contracts that were valid on v = January 1, 1994, as recorded on t = November 1, 1993" (a "*/point/point" query). The history timeslice on Nov. 1, 1993 contains all contracts known as of that time; this includes past, current or future contracts with respect to Nov. 1, 1993 . From all these, the query retrieves only the contracts that would be valid on Jan. 1, 1994 . One of the most general bitemporal queries is: "for a key range K, a transaction time interval P and a valid time interval E, find all contracts with identifiers in range K whose valid-time interval intersected E during transaction times in P"; this is an example of a "range/range/range" query. Note that in general a query may ask for objects with intervals before or after a given interval; here we only deal with intersection, i.e., the query answer includes all objects whose intervals intersect the query interval.
Previous Work
We begin this section with a short presentation of the performance costs involved in a temporal access method and continue with a discussion of previous work.
Any access method used to organize time-evolving data is characterized by the following costs:
space (the space consumed by the method's data structures in order to keep such data), update time (the time needed to update the method's data structures for data changes) and query time (the time needed to compute a temporal query). All three costs are functions of three basic parameters: the answer size a, the number of changes n and the page (block) size b. The answer size a is the number of objects satisfying the query predicate. The number of changes n corresponds to the total number of valid-time changes that occur in a bitemporal evolution (thus n is also an upper bound to the number of transaction-time updates since in general, at a given transaction a number of valid-time updates is processed). Parameter n represents the minimal information needed by any index to perform errorless reconstruction of time-varying data. A valid-time change corresponds to either the insertion, deletion or modification of a valid-time interval. Regarding the page size, we assume that every secondary memory access transmits one page of b records and this counts as one I/O.
There are two desirable properties for an efficient access method: index pagination and query 6 clustering. Index pagination deals with the issue of how well index nodes of a method are paginated. Query clustering is achieved if records that are "logically" related for a given query can also be stored physically close; then the query is optimized as fewer pages are accessed.
A variety of temporal access methods have been proposed in recent years. All previous approaches directly support a single time axis; most methods assume that time is always increasing and/or updates are always applied on the latest state (i.e., the past is not changed). These are characteristics of transaction-time. Assuming a transaction-time database, a common query is the "*/-/point" or pure-timeslice query [ST94] . For example: "find all employees recorded as working on January 1st, 1990". More general is the "range/-/point" or range-timeslice query, where the predicate adds a condition on the objects' attribute space: "find all employees recorded as working on January 1st, 1990 and whose id's are in the range (X,Y)".
Various methods have been proposed to solve the "*/-/point" query [EWK90, JMR91, LM93, SG89, TGH95, TK95]. These methods keep the time evolution separate from the key space. To answer "range/-/point" queries, such methods compute first the whole past state and then eliminate objects outside the requested key-range. In another approach, the whole key space is divided into predefined key-ranges and the requested "range/-/point" query is computed by solving smaller "*/ -/point" queries on the predefined key-ranges that cover the query key-range.
To better address "range/-/point" queries, a method must combine the time and key spaces Obviously, a method that can efficiently address a "range/-/point" query can also address a "*/ -/point" query with the same efficiency. However, by combining the time and key spaces such a method requires logarithmic update time which is not needed for the "*/-/point" query. The Snapshot Index [TK95] optimally solves the "*/-/point" query using constant instead of logarithmic updating (in an expected amortized sense).
2 This means that some changes could require more than update processing, but for any sequence of k changes no more than a total of time will be required.
Two common queries in a valid-time database are the "*/point/-" and the "*/range/-" (find all objects whose valid interval contains a time instant v, or respectively, intersects a given interval E).
The first query has been termed the point enclosure and the second the interval intersection query.
The combination of dynamic interval insertions and (physical) deletions with the above queries is known in the computational geometry literature as the dynamic interval management problem. The best main-memory solution for the dynamic interval management problem is achieved using the priority search tree [Mc85] or the interval tree [E83] , yielding O(k) space, update processing per change (addition or deletion of a valid interval) and query time. Here k corresponds to the number of intervals in the structure when the query is asked and a is the size of the answer. Depending on the query predicate, a corresponds to the number of intervals containing the query instant or the number of intervals intersecting the query interval. It has been proved that this is the optimal solution in a main memory environment.
Until very recently finding an I/O optimal solution even for the simplest of the valid-time queries ("*/point/-") was an open problem [KRVV93] . In [AV96] such optimal solution is presented but it is rather complex to be practical (it is I/O optimal since it uses O(k/b) space, update time and query time). Note that for I/O's is different than since the page size b is not a constant but another problem parameter. The problem becomes more difficult if an object key range is included in the predicate (creating a "range/point/ -" or a "range/range/-" query). One could use an R-tree [G84] to dynamically store valid intervals.
While such approach may be practical for many applications, recall that R-trees use O(k/b) space and time for interval insertion, but interval deletion and search can in the worst case be O(k/b). Searching for an interval implies following all R-tree index nodes that overlap this interval.
At worst the whole tree may have to be searched.
Among the single time axis approaches, the work in [KS91] falls between transaction and valid time databases. This method associates with each temporal object an interval whose both endpoints are known and uses the SR-tree (a variation of an R-tree [G84] ) to store and query such intervals.
The method is optimized towards insertions of intervals and searches. Interval deletions may be problematic since intervals are split in many segments, making their update more difficult. As mentioned in [KS91] such interval deletions would correspond to "revising" the history, hence they are not critical for an index for historical data. This is the case for transaction time databases but not for valid-time ones. However, when data objects are added in the SR-tree both of their interval endpoints are known (which is not the case for transaction-time).
If we view the SR-tree as a transaction-time structure, new objects can be inserted with interval
where now is some very large number. The performance would degrade for two reasons:
excessive overlapping and frequent deletions (which would be needed when an [t 1 , now) interval is updated to [t 1 , t 2 )). Alternatively, newly inserted objects whose intervals have "unknown" right endpoints would have to be kept in a separate structure (such structure is not described but it could be some variation of an R-tree). The SR-tree could be used for valid time databases if the interval associated with each object corresponds to the object's valid time interval. However, in this environment deletions of intervals are possible, hence intervals would have to be physically deleted from the structure frequently.
In our double-tree methodology, bitemporal objects are transferred from one access method to another when the right endpoints of their transaction time intervals become known. This object migration is reminiscent of the Dual-Root Mixed Media R-tree proposed in [KS89] ; however, as it is explained in section 4.1, these approaches address different problems. We proceed by describing our methodologies for designing bitemporal access methods.
The Proposed Methodologies
In designing methods for bitemporal queries there exist some obviously inefficient approaches. At one extreme, one could explicitly store the whole ht(t) at each transaction time t (Fig. 1) . The disadvantage of this solution is the space and update requirements. At the other extreme, one could store all updates on a sequential log, but this has prohibitive query performance. A hybrid solution stores whole ht's every l-th transaction and the update sequence between subsequent timeslices. If the distance between timeslices is fixed the hybrid method would behave like one of the two extremes depending on the choice of l. Note that in this paper we assume no query locality 3 which implies that l cannot change according to the queries asked. Another solution would be to index bitemporal objects only on transaction time and use a single time access method. Then a bitemporal query is answered in two steps: first all objects existing at transaction time t are found and then the valid time interval of each such object is checked whether it includes valid time v.
In another straightforward approach, a bitemporal object is represented by a "bounding rectangle" created by the object's valid and transaction-time intervals, that is stored in a single multidimensional index ( Figure 2 ). Due to the characteristics of transaction time (unknown future), a bitemporal object with valid-time interval I which is inserted in the database at transaction time t, is represented by a rectangle with a transaction-time interval of the form [t, now). Here now is a variable that represents the current transaction time and extends to "infinity" or "forever". 
The Double-Tree Methodology
Our double-tree methodology avoids the above overlapping problem while retaining the advantage of using off-the-shelf access methods. For its implementation we use two R*-trees and in the rest we refer to it as the 2-R methodology (in general various other multidimensional access methods could be facilitated).
When a bitemporal object with valid-time interval I is inserted in the database at transactiontime t it is inserted at the front R-tree. The front R-tree keeps bitemporal objects for which the right transaction endpoint is unknown. If a bitemporal object is later "deleted" at some transaction time it is physically deleted from the front R-tree and inserted as a rectangle of height I and width from t to on the back R-tree. The back R-tree keeps bitemporal objects with known transaction-time interval (Figure 3 ). At any given time, all bitemporal objects stored in the front R-tree share the property that they are "alive" in the transaction-time sense. The temporal information of every such object is thus represented simply by a vertical (valid-time) interval that "cuts" the transaction axis at the transaction-time this object was inserted in the database. Insertions in the front R-tree objects are in increasing transaction time while physical deletions can happen anywhere on the transaction axis.
As an example, "*/point/point" query about (t i , v j ) is answered with two searches. The back Rtree is searched for all rectangles that contain point (t i , v j ). The front R-tree is searched for all vertical intervals which intersect a horizontal interval H. Interval H starts from the beginning of transaction time and extends until point t i at height v j ( Figure 3 ). To support "range/range/range" queries, an additional third dimension for the key ranges is added in both R-trees.
The usage of two R-trees reminds the Dual-Root Mixed Media R-tree proposed in [KS89] as a mixed-media index that stores intervals and consists also of two R-trees. The first R-tree is contained on magnetic disk while the second R-tree is on the optical disk except for its root which is always stored on the magnetic disk. Insertions are made to the first R-tree. When it reaches a interval deletions should be supported (however it is not clear how this can be achieved if an interval to be deleted has already been migrated to a write-once read-many optical disk). Object migration in [KS89] is batched and depends on the size of the first R-tree. In our approach an interval-object is migrated to the back R-tree automatically when it is deleted on the transaction-time axis. Finally, in the Dual-Root Mixed Media R-tree approach both R-trees store similar kind of objects. In our 2-R approach the front R-tree stores a valid interval and a transaction time per object while the back R-tree stores a rectangle (transaction/valid intervals) per object.
The Partial-Persistence Methodology
This methodology emanates from the abstraction of a bitemporal database as a sequence of historytimeslices ht (Figure 1 ). It reduces bitemporal queries to problems of partial persistence. A data structure is called persistent [DSST89] if an update creates a new version of the data structure while the previous version is still retained and can be accessed. Otherwise, if old versions are discarded the structure is termed ephemeral. Partial persistence implies that only the newest version can be modified (i.e., changes are applied only to the newest version), while in full persistence every version can be modified.
Partial persistence "suits" nicely with linear transaction time since changes are always applied on the latest ht. Our methodology has two steps. First, a good ephemeral structure is chosen to represent each ht. This structure must support dynamic addition/deletion of (valid-time) intervalobjects; the supported queries depend on what bitemporal queries need to be answered. Second, this structure is made partially persistent. [DSST89] shows how to make any linked main-memory ephemeral data structure partially (or fully) persistent. Since in temporal databases the major portion of data will be stored on a disk-based environment, issues like I/O, pagination and queryclustering have to be efficiently addressed when designing the bitemporal access method. In addition, the chosen ephemeral structure should be space efficient since partial persistence can only add to the space requirements of the structure.
By "viewing" a bitemporal query as a partial persistence problem, we obtain a double advantage. First we disassociate the valid-time requirements from the transaction-time ones. More specifically, the valid time support is provided from the properties of the ephemeral structure while the transaction time support is achieved by making this structure partially persistent. Conceptually, this methodology provides fast access to the ht of interest on which the valid-time query is then performed. Second, changes are always applied on the most current state of the structure and last until updated (if ever) at a later transaction time.
We use the partial-persistence methodology to design two bitemporal access methods, namely the Bitemporal Interval Tree and the Bitemporal R-Tree.
The Bitemporal Interval Tree is designed for the "*/point/point" and "*/range/point" queries.
Answering such queries implies that the ephemeral data structure should support "*/point/-" and "*/range/-" queries, respectively. As mentioned earlier constructing a method with good worst case behavior even for the simpler of the valid-time queries ("*/point/-") is a difficult problem
. Ideally we need a practical external ephemeral structure that provides the I/O optimal solution for these problems. In the absence of such method we use a main-memory data structure with good worst-case performance, and make it partially persistent and well paginated.
Among three possible ephemeral candidates, i.e., the Interval Tree [E83] , the Segment Tree [B77] and the Priority Search Tree [Mc85] , we use the Interval Tree. We did not use the Segment Tree since it needs more than linear space (for k intervals the space is ) and would increase the overall space. The Priority Search Tree could be another choice but it has a disadvantage over the Interval Tree. Partial persistence keeps copies of all structural updates in an evolving ephemeral structure. Each update to the Interval Tree involves some logarithmic searching and two structural updates. In contrast, each update to the Priority Search Tree involves a logarithmic number of structural updates which would increase the space of the partially persistent structure.
The Bitemporal R-Tree is designed for the more general "range/point/point" and "range/range/ point" bitemporal queries. For that purpose, the ephemeral data structure must support range pointenclosure and range interval-intersection queries on interval-objects. Since neither a main-memory, nor an external data structure exists with good worst-case performance for this problem, we use the R-tree [G84] , an access method that has good average-case performance and is well-paginated.
Making an R-tree partially persistent resulted to the Bitemporal R-Tree.
By its nature, partial persistence provides efficient access to the appropriate history timeslice ht(t). Thus the Bitemporal Interval Tree and the Bitemporal R-Tree are optimized towards bitemporal queries that involve transaction-time instants instead of transaction-time intervals. While not all ht's are explicitly stored, partial persistence relies on some limited copying of bitemporal ob-
jects. To answer queries that involve transaction-time intervals with the Bitemporal Interval Tree or the Bitemporal R-Tree, special care is needed during searching (due to the above copying process). In particular, the worst case query performance of the Bitemporal Interval Tree is only guaranteed for "*/point/point" and "*/range/point" queries. This is not an issue for the Bitemporal R-Tree since it only provides good average case performance.
We conclude with an interesting observation. Partially persistent multidimensional access methods (like the Bitemporal R-tree) have yet another application. They can be used to efficiently index data cubes [HRU96] whose one dimension is time (i.e., time-evolving data cubes).
The Bitemporal Interval Tree
There are various main-memory implementations of an Interval Tree [E83] . The semi-dynamic implementation [M84] presumes that interval endpoints take values from a known universe U and uses a full binary tree as the basic (backbone) data structure. In the fully-dynamic implementation [M84] no universe knowledge is assumed, but a data structure that supports rotations is used (redblack binary tree [CLR90] ). We used the semi-dynamic implementation because it is easier to make partially persistent and well-paginated. Hence, the Bitemporal Interval Tree (BIT) as presented here is more efficient for bitemporal queries whose predicate valid time v (or valid interval E) satisfies (respectively ). For simplicity assume .
Queries on valid time instants outside are still answered, but their performance is not as efficient.
Let S be a set of n intervals with endpoints from U. An Interval Tree for set S with respect to is used for the backbone binary search tree. Let X be an ephemeral ordered list, similar to a node list of the Interval Tree. As (transaction) time proceeds, X(t) denotes the ordered sequence of elements the list had at t. The inclusion of time in the problem creates a transaction interval [t 1 , t 2 ) for each list element, where t 1 is the time the element was added in the current list and t 2 is the time (if ever) this element was deleted from the current list. For all t in [t 1 , t 2 ) this element is called "alive" in X(t). We need a well paginated and easily updated structure to keep X(t) over t, and efficiently address the query: given (transaction) In Appendix A we provide a solution that searches a given X(t) starting from the first page that the list had at t. With this solution the history of every node list in the Interval Tree is abstracted by an ordered array HT which provides access to the first page of the list at each time; the other pages of the list are accessed by appropriate pointers. The first list page at some t is found by a logarithmic search that locates the entry of HT that is closest to t. This search still takes query time, but this overhead can be avoided by "synchronizing" all the lists of the Interval Tree.
The main idea in "synchronization" lies on the fact that a query is answered by following a path on tree T (Figure 4) . Consider for example a query for valid time v=3 and transaction time t. This query uses the path leading to v=3, i.e., the path created by nodes 4.5-2.5-3.5. Answering this bitemporal query means that the left list of node 4.5 is first rollback (paying a cost of to search t in the list's HT array) then the right list of node 25 and finally the left list of node 3.5.
Our aim is not to "pay" additional query costs for locating t in the HT arrays of the lists in 2.5 and 3.5. Instead the search on the first HT should provide enough information (in the form of pointers) as where t is located in the lists below. The way to achieve this is by a variation of the "backward" updating technique we use in Appendix A, for making a list partially persistent. This technique is now used "vertically", on tree paths. When the HT array of a node list is very active creating many entries (if this list is very active or if the first page of the list changes often) the HT arrays on the parent node lists are informed (every some constant number of new entries).
Synchronization is combined with the overall pagination (for details we refer the reader to 
ed in set U. To represent the whole universe of valid times we add special elements and (the "from-ever" and "for-ever" notions on valid time) and sets U + and U -, that represent the finite elements which are greater/less than the maximum/minimum element of U respectively ( [KTF95] ).
For queries where v belongs to U + (or U -) the query time becomes ; e corresponds to the number of elements that the list of node U + (U -) had at query time t. The component is for rolling back this list to transaction time t and the O(e/b) component is for searching it. At worst all e elements have to be checked but not all contribute to the answer.
The Bitemporal R-Tree
The Bitemporal Interval Tree guarantees good worst case query and update performance but has various limitations. Inherently from the interval tree, each object is kept in two places (the left and right node lists) thus doubling the space. The current implementation provides the good performance for "*/point/point" queries that are inside a known valid time universe U; e.g., the method is not completely dynamic since its performance is "focused" on a particular area of valid time queries. Directly associated with the universe size is the size of the backbone tree T; a large U will make the space overhead due to tree T significant as related to the total number of changes n. Hence it is primarily for applications with small valid-time focus of interest as related to the size on the transaction time (which is related to the number of changes).
The above limitations emanate from our choice to represent each ht with an Interval Tree. To overcome this problem we ease the requirement for good worst case performance and apply the partial persistence methodology to a more robust structure that supports interval intersection queries with good average performance.
An excellent choice for such structure is the R-tree [G84] since it is also well-paginated and uses linear space. While its worst case update and query performance are large, the ephemeral Rtree has been shown to work rather satisfactorily in practice: on average, I/O's per interval update and I/Os for interval intersection queries (as before k corresponds to the number of intervals in the tree and a is the size of the answer to an interval intersection query). Multidimensionality is another advantage of the R-tree. Adding a separate dimension for the key attribute of each interval-object, allows the R-tree to efficiently address queries of the form:
"find all intervals intersecting a given interval E and whose keys are in a given range K".
Partial persistence coupled with the R-tree's multidimensionality enable the Bitemporal R-Tree to answer efficiently "range/range/point" queries. Using partial persistence the R-tree representing
the history timeslice ht(t) is first conceptually accessed. This tree is then searched top-down to answer the "range/range/-" part of the bitemporal query. This top-down search is conceptually equivalent to searching an ephemeral R-tree that stores the intervals of ht(t).
Another possible multidimensional structure which handles intervals is the Segment R-tree (SR-tree) [KS91] . We did not use the SR-tree since its ephemeral form uses more than linear space to the number of intervals stored in it. This would only increase the overall space of a partially persistent SR-tree. In addition, the ephemeral SR-tree has been designed to support mainly interval additions. Interval deletions were assumed to be infrequent [KS91] and are not supported as efficiently (they require finding all possible segments of the deleted interval in the SR-tree). This is not the case in bitemporal applications where intervals can be updated frequently.
An R-tree [G84] is an external, dynamic, balanced multiway tree that stores multidimensional objects. Each node corresponds to a disk page. For simplicity let each data object being specified as a degenerated 2-dimensional rectangle that has a key attribute (which may not be unique) in one dimension and an interval on the other (corresponding to a valid-time interval). Such a data object is stored in a leaf page as a data record with three fields: its key and the two interval endpoints.
Each leaf page is associated with a bounding, 2-dimensional rectangle that whose area contains all rectangles in the page. Non-leaf pages contain index records of the form (r, child_pointer) where child_pointer is the address of a lower tree page and r is the covering rectangle of the lower page.
If more dimensions are used to represent data objects the dimensionality of r increases analogously. As with a B+-tree an R-tree page is at least half and at most completely full of records.
In making the ephemeral R-tree partially persistent we can use ideas from previous work on partially persistent B+-trees, in particular MVB-tree [BGO+93] (and its improvement the MVAS [VV95] ) and the Time-Split B-tree [TSB89]. This is because both B+ and R-trees are multiwaybalanced structures that evolve through page splits and merges. There are however differences that affect the implementation of the Bitemporal R-tree. In contrast with a B+-tree, the R-tree does not keep a linear order among the objects it stores thus creating various possible merging policies. Furthermore, it is likely to have object insertions or deletions on an R-tree page that do not cause a page overflow or underflow but may still change the bounding rectangle associated with this page and provoke further changes on its ancestors. Finally, the multidimensionality of the ephemeral Rtree and the specifics of valid-time allow for various optimizations on the performance of the Bitemporal R-tree that should be examined. is that pure key-splits are allowed); however some of the queries may not be as efficient especially if bitemporal object deletions are frequent. We did not follow this approach but it is an interesting avenue for further research (in particular the effect of pure key-splits on the R-tree updating).
Subsection 6.1 provides an overview of the Bitemporal R-Tree and subsection 6.2 presents the optimizations we performed for tuning its performance.
Method description
The structure of the Bitemporal R-Tree is a directed acyclic graph of pages. Conceptually it stores the various states that the initial ephemeral R-tree assumes through its transaction-time evolution.
As a result, the graph embeds many R-trees and has a number of root pages. Each root is responsible for providing access to a subsequent part of the ephemeral R-tree's evolution.
Data records in the Bitemporal R-Tree leaf pages maintain the transaction-time evolution of the corresponding R-tree data records. Each record is thus extended to include two additional fields:
insertion-time and deletion-time, representing the transaction-time that the corresponding R-tree record was inserted and logically deleted in the bitemporal database. Similarly, index records in the non-leaf pages of the Bitemporal R-tree maintain the evolution of the corresponding index records of the ephemeral R-tree and are also augmented with insertion-time and deletion-time fields. Therefore each record has a transaction interval during which it is called alive. The former structural change is a page overflow; the latter is a weak version underflow [BGO+93] .
Page overflow and weak version underflow need special handling: a time-split is performed on the target leaf-page. This is similar to the time-split of [LS89] or the page copying of [TK95] . The time-split on a page x at time t, is performed by copying to a new page y the records alive in page x at t. Page x is considered dead after time t. (We can assume that the deletion-time field of all of
x's alive records is changed to t even though this is not needed in practice). Then the resulting new page has to be incorporated in the structure.
Briefly, there are three cases for handling the new page y [BGO+93] 4 . First, if the number of records in y are within a certain specified range, y is directly inserted in the Bitemporal R-Tree structure. (This specified range is known apriori. In short, the number of records should be between q+e and b-e where e is a predetermined constant. Constant e works as a buffer that guarantees that a new structural change to the new page y can happen only after at least e new changes). The page insertion is carried out by accessing the parent page of x, marking the index record to x as deleted at the current time t, and inserting a new index record pointing to page y. (Conceptually this implies that page x is dead, i.e., not accessed for times larger than t). Even though these changes occur in an internal page, they are similar to insertion and deletion of data records in a leaf-page and are handled identically. Similarly, these insertions and deletions can create new changes up the tree to the ancestors and so on. The second case is if the resulting page y has more records than the specified range; this is called a strong version overflow condition and is handled by splitting y into two pages and then accommodating these pages in the structure in a manner similar to the one described above. The third case is if page y has less records than the specified range; this condition is called a strong version underflow and is handled by merging y with another "sibling" page and then accommodating the new page(s) in the tree.
There are two basic differences in the way the Bitemporal R-Tree is updated as compared to 4 Note that the improved policies of [VV95] are somewhat different in handling page y.
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the partially persistent B+-tree [BGO+93, VV95] . These differences are:
(1) The single order among the stored elements in a B+-tree creates an order among the tree's pages, too. Hence, a B+-tree page has at most two sibling pages and these are the only possible candidates for this page to merge with, if needed. In comparison, the ephemeral R-tree stores spatial objects and hence the notion of a sibling has to be redefined. Note however that merging in an ephemeral R-tree is not handled explicitly. If a page goes below the lower number of records due to deletions this page is not merged with another page. Instead, the records of the underutilized page are reinserted in the R-tree structure [G84, BKKS90] .
The reinsertion method is not feasible in the Bitemporal R-tree, since a persistent structure "records" all changes that happen in its state. An underutilized page of an R-tree is half full and thus it can cause O(b) record reinsertions. Each record reinsertion could at worst modify the whole path in the R-tree (i.e., logarithmic number of changes). Recording all these changes in the Bitemporal R-tree will require excessive space. To avoid this problem, the Bitemporal R-tree performs merging explicitly. Merging with a sibling may still change the whole path but this will happen once for the under-utilized page. It is an interesting optimization problem to chose with which sibling a page is merged; the various policies we examined are discussed in section 6.2.
(2) The second difference is with the way insertions and deletions are handled when they do not lead to structural changes. In an ephemeral B+-tree, an insertion to a page that has enough empty space is simply performed by adding the new key in the page; no parent page is updated. In an ephemeral R-tree a similar insertion may increase the geometric area covered by the data page.
Then the parent page must also be changed, in particular the rectangle of the index record that points to the data page (so that the information about previous data page area is not lost). As this may propagate to the root, an insertion can cause a logarithmic number of updates even though no new page is added on the ephemeral R-tree.
To avoid recording all these changes, the Bitemporal R-tree simply adjusts the current index records in ancestor pages without making copies of these records. Consider a given index record created at time t with some initial rectangle area. At various time instants after t its rectangle area is subsequently increased (due to non-structural insertions in the pages underneath) but the record's insertion-time remains t. If at a later time this index record is (logically) deleted, its transaction interval would be [t, ) and the prevailing rectangle area would be the latest (and largest) this index record received. A query that follows this index record will provide the correct answer for all times in [t, ) since the prevailing rectangle area contains all previous ones. Hence the above policy does
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21 not violate the correctness of the Bitemporal R-tree. Since a non-structural deletion can only decrease a page's overall area the Bitemporal R-tree does not adjust ancestor index records (the previous rectangle area contains the new one and queries will still be answered correctly).
A high level algorithmic description of the Bitemporal R-tree updating process appears in Appendix B. We proceed with a discussion on query processing. As with the ephemeral R-tree, query processing follows a top-down search, starting from some Bitemporal R-tree root. Since updates can propagate to ancestors, a Bitemporal R-tree root may become full and time-split. This creates a new root page which in turn may be split at a later transaction time to create another root and so on. By construction, each root of the Bitemporal R-tree is alive for a subsequent, non-intersecting transaction-time interval. Efficient access to the root which was alive at time t is possible by keeping an index on the roots, indexed by their time-split times. Since time-split times are in order this root index is well-paginated.
Answering a bitemporal query on transaction time t has two parts. First, using the root index, the root alive at t is found. This part is conceptually equivalent to accessing timeslice ht(t) or, more explicitly, accessing the ephemeral R-tree representing the intervals of h(t). Second, the answer is found by searching this tree in a top-down fashion as in a regular R-tree. This search takes into account the record transaction interval. The transaction interval of every record returned or traversed should include the transaction time t, while its valid time interval and its key attribute should satisfy the valid and key query predicates respectively. Answering a bitemporal query on a transaction time interval P = [t, ) is similar. First all roots with transaction interval intersecting P are found.
Starting from the first alive root, Bitemporal R-tree pages are recursively accessed provided that they have intervals intersecting P. Since the Bitemporal R-tree is a graph, some pages are accessible by multiple roots. Re-accessing pages can be avoided by keeping a list of accessed pages. This search method finds all records with transaction intervals that intersect P. Hence it may include many copies of the same record; the query answer is found by eliminating such copies.
Performance Tuning
The performance of the Bitemporal R-tree is described by three interrelated parameters: space, update and query-time. The space of the Bitemporal R-tree is O(n/b). Intuitively, this is because our proposed updating modifications keep the space per update bounded.
Partial persistence implies that the update and query performance of the Bitemporal R-tree are bound by the performance of the underlying ephemeral R-tree. Intuitively this holds because updates to the Bitemporal R-tree are always applied to the latest ht, or conceptually to the most
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22 current R-tree. Similarly, queries are applied to the appropriate ht(t), i.e., as if the ephemeral R-tree implementing ht(t) is traversed. While the worst case query and update performance of an R-tree are large, R-trees can have good average case behavior and thus adhere to possible optimizations.
Since the ephemeral R-tree stores the valid-time intervals, we perform three optimizations as related to the way valid-time intervals are updated or stored. The first two optimizations are based on choosing merging and splitting strategies. The third optimization is based on the storage representation of intervals in an R-tree.
Merging policies. The selection of the sibling page with which an underutilized page will merge is associated with defining a "closeness" metric. We have applied five heuristic criteria.
The first criterion (called overlap) chooses as a sibling the currently alive page under the same parent which has the most bounding rectangle area intersection with the underutilized page. If multiple pages have the same area intersection, the one needing the least area expansion is chosen.
In the second criterion (min_area), the sibling of a page is chosen to be the currently alive page under the same parent whose bounding rectangle area needs the least geometric expansion to incorporate (include) the data records of the underutilized page.
The third involves choosing the page which when merged with the underutilized page has the least margin (or perimeter), which is the sum of the lengths of all sides of the bounding rectangle.
The fourth criterion (combined) chooses the page that if merged with the underutilized page will provide a page with the least "area + w * margin"; here w is a small constant ( ), area is the rectangle area of the resulting page and margin its perimeter.
The last criterion (random) randomly picks one of the currently alive siblings of the underutilized page for merging, i.e., no real "closeness" metric is used except that the sibling is also alive.
Splitting policies. Splitting is needed in two cases after a time-split. The first case is when a resulting page after a time-split satisfies the strong-version overflow condition (i.e., it has too many alive records) and hence needs to be split into two new pages. The second case is when the resulting page after a time-split satisfies a strong version underflow condition (i.e., it does not have enough alive records) but after merging with a sibling, the resulting page satisfies the strong-version overflow condition (because the combined number of alive records in the merged pages is large). Since splitting in these two cases deals only with the key and valid-time dimensions of the records (all records in question are alive in the transaction-time sense) we implement three heuristic splitting policies from ephemeral R-trees that attempt to minimize the total area of the page covering rectangles that result after the split. This covering is related to key and valid-time dimensions, only.
The first two policies are the quadratic and linear splitting of the basic ephemeral R-tree [G84] .
They both assign records in two groups (each group corresponding to a new page), but differ on how groups are initialized and records are assigned. The quadratic policy initializes the two groups by picking the pair of records that would waste the most area if put in the same group (the area of the rectangle that covers both records minus the covering areas of the records themselves would be the greatest). Remaining records are assigned to groups in steps. At each step the area expansion required to add each remaining record to each group is calculated, and the record assigned is the one showing the greatest difference in the area expansion needed between the groups.
The linear splitting policy picks records based on their "normalized separation" [G84] , defined along each dimension. For example, among the records to be split, the separation along the validtime dimension is the distance between the highest interval left-endpoint and the lowest interval right-endpoint. This separation is divided by the width on this dimension (highest right-endpoint minus the lowest left-endpoint) to create the normalized separation along this dimension. A similar computation takes place along the key dimension. The linear splitting algorithm initializes the two groups by picking the pair of records with the greatest normalized separation along any of the two dimensions. The linear policy also differs on placing the remaining records: a record is randomly picked and placed in the group that needs the lesser area expansion to accommodate it.
The third splitting policy, r_star, comes from the ephemeral R* tree [BKKS90] . To outline the policy we first define a few relevant terms. The margin value of two rectangles is defined to be the sum of their margins. The overlap value between two rectangles is the amount of the common area shared between them. Records are referred to as being ordered in a given dimension if they are sorted according to their values in that dimension. If intervals are stored in a given dimension, the ordering is made according to the starting values of the intervals; ties are resolved using the interval ending values. The r_star splitting policy is based on determining various distributions of a page's records after ordering them in each dimension. The k-th distribution in a given dimension keeps the initial k records in the first group and the remaining in the second group. Distributions which place less than a predefined number of records in any of the groups are not considered since these distributions may lead to bad query performance. The splitting policy starts by first choosing the dimension on which to split. This is performed by ordering the records in each dimension and picking the dimension which has the distribution that leads to the overall minimum margin value of the two rectangles that cover the two groups created. The actual split follows: records are ordered on the chosen dimension and distributed in two groups using the distribution which minimizes the overlap value between the two rectangles which cover the two groups created in the distribution. 24 We also considered splitting policies from the ephemeral R+-tree [SRF87] . However those policies are not directly applicable since an R+-tree keeps multiple copies of the records. This is costly in terms of space for the Bitemporal R-tree, since copies of records from all the previous versions should be retained.
Interval transformation. Large intervals tend to increase page area overlapping which in turn affects the performance of the ephemeral R-tree and hence the performance of the Bitemporal R- A similar problem with interval storing appears more severely in the 2-R methodology. In particular, the front R-tree ( Figure 3 ) will try to accommodate the vertical valid-time intervals I into pages, favoring the creation of vertical page areas that store near-by (in the transaction sense) intervals. The problem is intensified since vertical intervals are placed at given transaction times. The horizontal query interval H of Figure 3 will intersect many of these vertical page areas even though some of these pages may not contribute to the answer and thus affecting the query performance.
To avoid this problem we also implemented the 2-R methodology using the above translation of intervals to points. A query for all intervals intersecting H is translated into finding all three-dimensional points in a semi-infinite cuboid of height t.
Performance Analysis
We implemented the Bitemporal R-Tree (BRT) and the Bitemporal Interval Tree (BIT) and compared them with the 2-R and the straightforward 1-R approach. To avoid overpopulated graphs we first compare the performance of the various Bitemporal R-Tree implementations. We then proceed with comparisons among the optimized Bitemporal R-Tree and the other structures (the BIT, the 2-R and the 1-R). The comparisons begin with the "*/point/point" query and continue with the "range/point/point", "range/range/point" and finally "range/range/range" queries.
Experimental Setup
For the first set of our experiments we selected fourteen data files (evolutions), each containing 60,000 updates. An update is the addition or deletion of a valid-time interval. To examine the effect of the "mix" of updates on performance, seven of the files had 35,000 insertions and 25,000 25 deletions (the 35/25 ratio) and seven had 43,000 insertions and 17,000 deletions (the 43/17 ratio).
The 43/17 group of data files has many long-lived bitemporal objects (in the transaction-time sense) since only 17,000 of the inserted objects are deleted. In comparison, the 35/25 group has many short-lived bitemporal objects. Hence in each data file there are 60,000 distinct transaction times (equivalently, the size of the transaction-time universe is 60,000). All evolutions were setup to start with 4,000 inserts, i.e., in each of the first 4,000 transaction times a valid time interval was picked randomly for insertion (from the valid time intervals created above). This guarantees a structure with reasonable number of intervals before carrying out the deletes. At each of the later transaction times, a new interval was randomly inserted with probability p while with probability 1-p one of the already inserted intervals was randomly deleted. The value of p was chosen accordingly so as to provide the two groups of insertions/deletions. Instead of presenting all possible combinations, we proceed with a step-by-step optimization by incrementally fixing the various parameters. All BRT optimizations are shown using the 35/25 datasets; the 43/17 datasets behaved similarly. In all experiments the page size is 1K and each page has a total capacity of about 50 bitemporal objects.
Performance Tuning of the BRT
Figures 5-7 present the effect of the basic/improved time-split and the interval/point representation on the BRT performance. Each BRT was implemented using the margin merging policy and 26 the r_star for valid-time/key splitting. Figure 5 shows the space used in number of pages. As with B+-trees, the improved time-split implementations use less overall space than the basic time-split.
The point representation uses less space than the corresponding interval representation since intervals introduce more restrictions in their placing into pages that result to less page utilization. In addition, the space used by the BRTs with the interval representation tends to increase with the average size of the valid-time intervals because larger intervals are more difficult to paginate. Figure 6 depicts the average number of I/Os per update. During the update process, bitemporal objects in the current h(t) are normally accessed using the combination of their key, valid and transaction-time attributes. To clearly show the effect of the valid-time interval representation, we present the average update per change without using the key attribute. Depending on its selectivity, the key attribute can assist in identifying the updated object. A key attribute with low selectivity (for example, salary) implies that many objects have the same value on this attribute thus limiting its usage in identifying the updated object. Ignoring the key attribute for updating behaves as an extreme of the low selectivity cases or equivalently, as if all objects have the same value on the key attribute. (We examine the full effect of key selectivity on updates later). Figure 6 indicates that the BRTs with point representation have less updating that is also independent of the average interval size. The interval based approaches have updating that increases with the average interval size. This is again due to the difficulty of efficiently placing larger intervals into pages.
To compare the query performance we computed 10,000 "*/point/point" queries for each data file. Each query is selected by choosing the valid time v randomly with a uniform distribution within the set of valid times U and the transaction time t randomly with a uniform distribution over all 60,000 transaction times. Figure 7 shows the average number of pages accessed per query. The point representation has less query time than the interval one and within the same representation the basic/improved time-split policies have basically identical behavior. For all implementations the query I/O increases with the valid interval size because the answer size also increases.
Based on the outcome of the above experiments we fix the BRT implementation to the improved time-split (less space) and the point representation (less update/query), and proceed with the effect of the merging and splitting policies. We actually run experiments that combined all merging with all splitting policies. In general, we got the best performance when using the BRT with the r_star splitting policy. Hence we only discuss the effect of merging policies when combined with the r_star splitting policy. The merging policies did not have a significant effect on query time and space (not shown). Query times for all BRTs were similar, with the margin policy to provide a slightly better query performance. All policies used an average space of 1860 pages with random variations less than 1.6%. The effect of the merging policies on updating appears in Figure 8 . Among the five policies random and overlap had the worse updating. The rest behaved almost identically, with a slight advantage for the min_area and margin.
There are various reasons why merging policies have limited effect on the BRT performance.
For all policies, the page to merge with is chosen among the currently alive siblings of the underutilized page. A page is alive as long as it has at least q alive records. Most pages operate between q+e and b-e alive records (section 6.1). In our implementation we had q = e =10 and b = 50. Hence for most pages the merging policies choose from a moderate number of 20-40 alive siblings. As the experimental results show, with the possible exception of the random policy, all merging pol- icies avoided bad sibling choices. Even if some choices were worse than others, there are two more amortizing factors. First, the number of merges in an evolution is small as compared to the number of splits. Merging happens when (due to object deletions) a page underflows, i.e., when the number of alive records becomes lower than threshold q. In contrast, splits happen because a page overflows and are due to either real object insertions or record copies due to persistence. Since deletions are less than the summation of insertions and copies, merges are not as frequent. Second, the number of alive siblings at a given time t is a small part of ht(t) which in turn is a small portion of the whole persistent structure that stores all ht's. (Note that merging in an ephemeral structure has more drastic effects since it deals with a larger portion of the structure.) Based on the query and update performance we fix the BRT merging policy to margin.
The effects of the valid-time/key splitting policies appear in Figures 9 and 10 . The r_star policy uses comparatively less space (Fig. 9) , update (not shown) and query ( Fig. 10 ) than linear and quadratic. This is expected since the valid-time/key splitting policies deal with the page splitting of the most current ht(t) as if it was an ephemeral structure. For an ephemeral R-tree it has been observed that the r_star policy performs better than the linear and quadratic policies [BKKS90] .
As a result of the BRT optimization, in the rest when referred to BRT we imply the "optimized" implementation that uses the improved, margin, r_star policies and the points representation.
Performance Comparison of the Various Approaches
We proceed by comparing BRT with the BIT, the 1-R and 2-R approaches. Each of the 1-R and 2-R was implemented using the R* tree [BKKS90] (which uses the r_star splitting policy and reinsertions instead of page merging) and two implementations based on intervals and points. (1-Ri) has the best overall space utilization since a single record per bitemporal object is used. The 2-R methods also use one copy per object but the page utilization is slightly lower. The BRT uses more space (due to record copying) but only about 57% more than the 1-Ri method (on average 1850 versus 1180 pages). The Bitemporal Interval Tree had the largest space requirements. In addition to copying due to partial persistence, each interval in the backbone Interval Tree is kept twice (in some left and right lists). Note that the space requirements for the BIT tend to decrease as the average interval size increases; large intervals will be stored in node lists near the root, leaving the rest of the backbone structure empty (hence less lists will be created). The BIT space is also affected by the way updates are performed on each partially persistent list (see Appendix A). Its overall space can be reduced if instead of the [BGO+93, VV95] policies we use the TSB
[LS89] time splits. We did not implement a BIT with the TSB policies but we estimated its space requirement based on the average number of copies per object used in TSB. the worst update processing since in the point formulation, the extension to now problem is intensified (now becomes a common endpoint to many bitemporal objects). pages). This is because each page is utilized only about 60% to allow for free space. As a result, any method that uses this minimal R-tree utilization, would need at least 10, 20, 37, 44, 57, 72 and 78 data pages respectively, to store the objects in the average answer for each data file in the 35/25 group. To compute these answers and after excluding directory page accesses, the BRT makes 13, 26, 48, 57, 72, 90 and 100 page accesses on the average, respectively. This constitutes an 30% increase on the average, over the "best" possible (R-tree utilization) solution. The BRT has smaller page utilization since the copying due to partial persistence occupies some page space. In comparison, the 1-R and 2-R tree methods search a much larger number of pages.
The performance comparison of all methods for the 43/17 group follows. The space perfor- As expected the BIT space increases gradually with the valid universe but remains constant for the other methods. The update of BIT and BRT is independent of the valid universe size. Despite that the actual number of changes remains the same, the update of the 1-R and 2-R decreases as the universe increases. This is because the same number of intervals is spread into a larger space and can thus be accommodated easier. The query time (for "*/point/point" queries) of the BIT remains smaller than the rest and independent of the valid universe size, followed by the BRT. Query times for the 1-R and 2-R tend to decrease as the valid universe increases because of better pagination.
While BIT provides good query and update time, its dependence on the valid-time universe size makes it impractical for applications with large such universe (as compared to the number of transactions, i.e., the transaction-time universe). In these cases the other methods should be used. We thus proceed to study the behavior of the BRT, 1-R and 2-R methods under a large valid-time universe. We experimented with nine new data files having V = 16384 and the following average valid-time interval sizes: 50, 250, 500, 2500, 5000, 8000 and 10000. Each data file had again 60,000 transactions using the 35/25 ratio of insertions/deletions. The space (not shown) of all methods behaves as before, i.e., independently of the interval size (the BRT uses about 60% more pages Effect of Key Selectivity. We proceed to examine the effect of key selectivity on updating ( Figure   21 ). For this problem we experimented with the BRT, the 2-R and 1-R methods. The BIT was not considered since it only indexes the valid and transaction time attributes and not the key attribute.
Each data file had 60,000 transactions with the 35/25 ratio, V = 1024 and average valid-time interval size equal to 250. Since there are 35,000 insertions per data file, we first created a "pool" of 35,000 keys. These keys were integers chosen randomly from 1 to 1,000,000. Since the number of random choices is much smaller than the key universe there were very few duplicates in the "pool" keys. Data files with different selectivities were created by "filtering" out the lower digits of the "pool" keys. The first data file with selectivity ~1/35000 used the exact "pool" keys. Assuming that most "pool" keys are distinct this data file corresponds to very good/high key selectivity (approaching the case of unique keys). Data for the file with selectivity ~1/1000 were created by making the last three digits of the "pool" keys equal to "000". Assuming that there were no duplicates in the 35,000 "pool" keys, the second file had an average of 35 duplicates per distinct "filtered" key value, i.e. selectivity around 1/1000. Similarly, the other data files were created by filtering out the last 4 and 5 digits of the "pool" keys. The BRT has the lowest update among all methods. This is because BRT focuses the update on the most current ht which has relatively small number of objects. For high selectivities the 1-R has less update than 2-R. High selectivity means that objects are accessed directly from the key attribute, but 2-R has still to search two trees. However, as selectivity decreases the key attribute becomes less important as compared with the effect of temporal attributes and the update of 2-R becomes better than 1-R. Answering more general queries. The bitemporal "range/point/point" query was examined next.
For this query we experimented with the BRT, the 2-R and 1-R methods. The BIT was not considered for this query since it would need to find all alive objects and then disregard the ones outside the query key range. Figure 22 shows the average query time results for various key selectivities using the same data files as Fig. 21 . For each data file 10,000 queries were computed. A query was created by randomly choosing the query key range K (picking two random keys in the key uni-34 verse), valid instant v and transaction time t. The BRT provides the best query performance followed by the 2-R which is consistently better than 1-R. Figure 23 shows the average query time results for the "range/range/point" query and various selectivities. The same data files were used, with 10,000 queries per data file, choosing randomly the query key range K, valid-time interval E (by picking two instants in the valid universe) and transaction time t. The query performance remains the same, with the BRT method prevailing.
The last query examined was the "range/range/range" query. By its nature, partial persistence provides fast access to a particular ht(t) by transaction time t. The performance of BRT depends on the size of the transaction-time interval P specified by the query. Figure 24 shows the "range/range/ range" query time results for various values of P. The 35/25 data file with V = 1024 and average valid-time interval length of 250 was used. As P increases, the BRT query time increases since the BRT has to search more subtrees and may encounter more record copies. For small through medi- um size (as compared to the total transaction-time universe size of 60,000) query intervals P, the BRT has still the best query performance. The 2-R method becomes faster for large P's. It is actually an interesting open problem to find a partially persistent structure which can address queries on transaction-time intervals with the same efficiency as for transaction-time instant.
Conclusions and Further Research
We have addressed the problem of designing efficient access methods for bitemporal queries and introduced two methodologies. The first methodology translates a bitemporal query into a partial persistence problem for which a method is then designed. This approach led to the Bitemporal Interval Tree and the Bitemporal R-Tree. The second methodology divides bitemporal objects in two categories, according to their transaction time behavior. In our implementations a separate R*-tree was used to store the data in each category (2-R method). We compared our methodologies with a straightforward approach that keeps bitemporal objects in a single R*-tree (1-R method).
In general, the partial persistent methods have better update performance than 1-R and 2-R.
They also had better query performance except for "range/range/range" queries that specify very large transaction time intervals. The persistent methods should be preferred if some extra space can be tolerated. In particular, the Bitemporal R-Tree is a rather robust method that can address general bitemporal queries with good average performance, using only minimal extra space (about 60-65% more space than the minimal space of the 1-R method). Given the current cost of secondary storage, this seems a very comfortable price to pay for the performance provided by the BRT. Its advantage is that is processes queries as if an ephemeral R-Tree for the queried ht(t) is present.
The Bitemporal Interval Tree uses more space (still linear to the number of changes) because in addition to persistence, intervals are kept in two places. The BIT addresses queries that do not specify a key range. Its space is affected by the size of the valid-time universe thus it should be used for applications with small valid-time universe as compared to the transaction-time universe.
The importance of BIT is more theoretical in nature since it guarantees good worst case performance for the above bitemporal queries (it is of special interest if we note the difficulty in designing practical access methods with good worst case behavior for the simpler, valid-time queries). The BIT actually provided the best overall average query performance for the "*/point/point" query.
However for most applications the Bitemporal R-Tree is a more robust and practical choice.
The 2-R methodology is a good alternative to the partially persistent methods. It has the advantage of using off-the-shelf methods and consumes almost minimal space. Nevertheless, its 36 update performance is worse than the persistent methods and similarly its query time, except for "range/range/range" queries on very large transaction time intervals.
It remains an open problem to find the theoretically I/O optimal solutions for the various bitemporal queries. An interesting problem is to find a partially persistent method that provides the same query efficiency for bitemporal queries on transaction-time intervals as for queries on transactiontime instants. Bitemporal joins are also of great interest; various possible optimizations using the presented methods must be examined. Another open area of research is to find bitemporal access methods to support branching transaction time evolution. As we mentioned, this implies making the chosen ephemeral data structure fully persistent. A good starting point is the work in [LM91] where B-trees are made fully persistent, and [LST95] where branching transaction-time issues for transaction-time databases are addressed. As time evolves, so does X(t) and its representation PX(t). We need to guarantee the same three requirements for every t. For good pagination it suffices to show that at each t every page in PX(t) has enough number of "alive" elements (i.e. enough elements from X(t)). This is guaranteed if updates on PX(t) are performed using the merging/ splitting policies of [BGO+93] or [VV95] . As before, a PX page is called "alive" as long as it contains at least q alive elements (q<b), otherwise it is a "dead" page. Additions of elements in X(t) are represented by a physical addition of the new element in PX(t). Deletions of elements from X(t) are represented as logical deletions in PX(t). The deleted element is found in PX(t) and its second timestamp is updated with the element's deletion time. If a deletion at some t causes the number of alive elements in a page to go below the q threshold, the page is time-split: a new page is created that carries (copies) the remaining alive elements of the previous page. The new page is considered as inserted at t and is added in the current PX(t). The previous page is considered "dead" and is taken off the PX(t) list. Hence at each time t, PX(t) is the list of the currently alive pages.
Since updating is always performed on the elements of the most recent X(t), we need access to these elements in
PX(t)
. This is performed through the ephemeral B+ tree. When an element addition/deletion occurs on X(t), the B+ tree will locate the page of PX(t) where this update is to be applied. After PX(t) is updated, the B+ tree is updated. This technique was used in [C86] for solving computational geometry problems in main memory. The idea is to synchronize the next tables among pages in each PX(t). Here we adapt this idea in a paginated environment. Such backward updating may continue until the HT is reached (for more details we refer to the TR version of [KTF95] ).
The total number of the extra ghost entries is still linear to the total number of regular array entries. The number of regular array entries is clearly O(n/b) since there is an entry when a page is added or deleted. There are at most extra ghost entries per regular entry. The technique guarantees that during query processing, the entry with the largest time that is less or equal to t inside a table provides a pointer to an entry of the right sibling's table that is at most C 0 away from t. Since C 0 is a constant, this means that no new search is needed for locating t in the sibling's Next Table. In a paginated environment, a natural choice of C 0 is a page or a good portion of it. Larger C 0 means less extra space but slower search.
The auxiliary structure and the backward updating technique are embedded inside the PX pages. A special area of size C 0 = pb table entries is reserved inside each list page, where . When the reserved space of a PX page gets full (because the next sibling list page changes too often) this list page is logically deleted from PX(t) and a new copy of it (with all the alive elements of the deleted page and an empty reserved space) is created. Such a change is termed an "artificial" deletion since it is due to backward updating. An artificial deletion is still triggered after O(b) element additions/deletions. 
